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The Bitter Truth About Splenda 






Tens of thousands of consumer products now contain Splenda (sucrolose), but few who consume it know the disturbing truth about its highly toxic nature...
If you were told to ingest a biologically alien synthetic chemical whose presence on this planet did not predate 1976, and whose structure is only a few atoms away from the deadly pesticide DDT... 
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Is the US National Library of Medicine Censoring This? 






Medline Obsolescence
By excluding the Journal of Orthomolecular Medicine and certain other journals from its Medline/PubMed indexing services, the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) has limited doctors’ access to information. At one time, limits were understandable; only 239 journals were indexed when Medline first went online in 1971. Me... 
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Race, Skin & Converting Sunlight Into Metabolic Energy 






While ubiquitous in nature, melanin, which provides the coloring found in hair, skin, eyes, feathers, scales, etc., is an especially important substance as far as the human condition is concerned. Melanin’s role in determining skin color makes it the primary physiological basis for racial differentiation among humans; in fact, entire civilizati... 
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Can We Continue to Justify Injecting Aluminum into Children? 






A new report published in the Journal of Trace Elements in Medicine and Biology raises a disturbing possibility: that aluminum hydroxide, the dominant metal-based adjuvant used in vaccines today, is causing aluminum overload at injection sites, and contributing to the pathogenesis of diseases such as chronic fatigue syndrome, macrophagic myofasci... 
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New Study: Amish Prove Raw Milk Promotes Health in Children 






An international team of researchers recently confirmed that children who drink fresh milk – unprocessed and unpasteurized – have a better immune response to allergens and are far less likely to develop asthma.
Researchers from Indiana, Switzerland, and Germany ran surveys and tests on Swiss and US children aged 6-12 years and submitted thei... 
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43 Natural Alternatives for Cystic Fibrosis 






Many individuals with cystic fibrosis have difficulty with lung infections developing into pneumonia, especially Pseudomonas. Many plant materials are being researched for their therapeutic value for our immune and lung health. Here are 43 natural substances that have been researched to possibly improve the lung status of people with cystic fibro... 
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The Remarkable Heart-Friendly Properties of Avocados 






There are still folks out there who believe that the 'high fat' content of avocados make them a liability for heart health. But the research on avocados simply doesn't support this lipid-phobic view. Take for example a recent study that looked at what happened when avocado was added to a heart-stopping American favorite, the hamburger meal.[... 
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Black Seed - 'The Remedy for Everything but Death' 






This humble, but immensely powerful seed, kills MRSA, heals the chemical weapon poisoned body, stimulates regeneration of the dying beta cells within the diabetic's pancreas, and yet too few even know it exists
Benefits of Black Seed
The seeds of the annual flowering plant, Nigella Sativa, have been prized for their healing properties since tim... 
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The Palliative Machine: Medical Monopoly Under the Corporation-State 






The American medical system is corrupt, ineffective and unnecessarily costly. These outcomes are due to state violence on behalf of the politically connected elite (namely private insurers, physicians, pharmaceutical and medical device companies). Artificial scarcity, price-gouging, misallocation of research funding and the suppression of alterna... 
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GMO and Monsanto Roundup: Glyphosate Weedkiller in our Food and Water? 






Republished with explicit permission from the author.
"Historians may look back and write about how willing we are to sacrifice our children and jeopardize future generations with a massive experiment that is based on false promises and flawed science just to benefit the bottom line of a commercial enterprise." So said Don Huber in ... 
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